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New COO at eluminocity after successful Investment.
eluminocity from Munich appoints second member of the management after the successful
completion of the investment round. Michael Schwarz is the new COO of the manufacturer for highquality charging stations for electric cars and smart city sensors. Prior to joining eluminocity, Schwarz
spent more than 10 years at Cisco as Director Manufacturing / Industry 4.0 and Director Automotive
EMEA. In addition, Schwarz is a Strategic Advisor at mozaiq, a cooperation between Bosch, Cisco and
ABB in the SmartHome area. The multiple Ironman finisher previously worked in Munich and Chicago
as Principal and Member of the Executive Board at Booz & Company, an international consulting
company. At eluminocity, he will be responsible for operations, finance and human resources.
Michael Schwarz: ‚It's impressive what the young team at eluminocity has already achieved in the field
of e-mobility and digital cities in such a short time. I am thrilled to be now able to play my part in seizing
the opportunities that lie ahead and - together with our investors - turning them into sustainable
growth. "
eluminocity offers high-quality charging stations for electric cars, intelligent street lighting and smart
city sensors. Following the successful completion of the first round of financing and the entry of Trilux
and innogy SE as shareholders, the young company based in Munich and Denver plans to extend their
offering within the Smart City market. With the new capital, eluminocity will continue to drive
technological development and internationalize their distribution network beyond Europe and the
United States. Since 2014, the now 35-strong team has built up a comprehensive portfolio of
freestanding, elegant EV-charging stations as well as sensor solutions for needs-based street lighting.
eluminocity has installed successful projects in Seattle, Munich and Hong Kong.
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